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Combining Positive 

Experimental oulput-staqe chcual&. Uaft la capable of 5 watts output with 0.5-
percent harmonic dlatortioD at 40O-cp.. Note lUllaU output trClD8former 

I
T HAS BEEN PROVED that the ear 

can detect as little as 0.5 percent 

of pentode distortion.1 To achieve 

this low degree of distortion in 
typical pentode amplifiers, approxi
mately 25 db of negative feedback 
is required. This sacrifice in gain, 
and the solution of the oscillation 

problem outside the passband, in
volve considerable added cost 

It is possible in a two-stage ampli
fier to approximate the results that 
would be obtained in a conventional 
amplifier with 25 db of negative 
feedback, by using a combination of 
local positive feedback in the first 
stage, and a moderate amount of 
overall negative feedback. The 

positive feedback has the effect of 

increasing the gain of the first 
stage. The general principle of 

combined feedback has been known 

for some time.· 
The block diagram of a two-stage 

amplifier with combined feedback is 

shown in Fig. 1. The inherent volt
age gains, with no feedback, of the 
first and second stages, are repre
,ented by A, and A. respectively, 
for very small signals ; B, is the 

feedback ratio of the feedback 
around the first stage, and B. is the 
overall feedback ratio, for very 
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small signals. The feedback ratio 
is defined as the ratio of the voltage 
fed back to the voltage existing at 
the point from which the feedback 
is obtained. These are all complex 
vector quantities, although their 
phase angles are likely to be very 
small in the vicinity of the amplifier 

band center. In the ideal case 
where there are no phase shifts, A, 
and A. are conventionally consid
ered to be positive, and a feedback 
ratio is positive when the voltage 

fed back is in phase with the input 

Feedback Equations 
The voltage gain is 

A _ AlA, AlA. ( ) 1 - AlBl - AlAsBt - -N- 1 

N is the vector quantity by which 
the gain without feedback, AlA. 
is divided. If B, is positive (which 
would be the case for positive feed

back), it has the effect of increas

ing the gain A; and B .. if negative, 
tends to decrease the gain. 

A term such as A,B, or A,A.B. is 
known as a feedback factor. In the 
ideal case it will be a pure positive 
or negative quantity, but in the 
practical case, it will have a phase 

angle that is the sum of the phase 
angles of the factors involved. 

When there is no phase shift in the 
feedback network itself, the feed
back ratio is considered to be a real 
quantity, and the phase angle of the 
feedback factor is equal to the sum 

of the phase angles of the A's in
volved. 

The output impedance Z. is 
(1 - AlBJ ( Zt - ZL N(1 + ZL/z".) _ (1 _ AlB" 2) 

where Z £ and Z,. are the load im
pedance and inherent output im
pedance of the output stage. It is 
seen in the above expression that 

when the product A,B, is positive, a 
decrease in the output impedance 
can result. 

The expression for distortion and 
gain stabilit7 la 

D _ }- + Dt ( 1 -;lBl ) + 

DtDt ( 1 -;lBl ) (3) 
The inherent gain increments D, 

and D. in the first and second stages 
are caused, for example, by a 
change in applied static or instan
taneous signal electrode voltages, 

or aging of the tube, and D is the 
resulting overall gain increment. 
The parameters D, D .. and D. are 
each expressed as a fraction of A, 
A .. and A.. Equation 3 also holds 

if D" D .. and D represent nonlinear 
distortion. 

Regeneration and Distortion 
For most purposes, optimum per

formance is obtained by designing 
so that the product A,B1 over the 
useful range of frequencies is ap

proximately equal to unity. (If the 
negative feedback were temporarily 
removed, the first stage would be in 
a state of critical regeneration, 

with a gain approaching infinity.) 
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and Negative Feedback 
Development of simple two-stage audio amplifier using a combination of local positive 

feedback in first stage and a moderate amount of overall negative feedback to approxi

mate the results obtainable from conventional amplifier with 25 db negative feedback 

From Eq. 2, we now obtain zero out
put impedance, and from Eq. 3 we 

find that the distortion and gain 
variation contributed by the final 

stage, including the output trans

former, are reduced to zero. From 

Eq. 1, the gain becomes 1/-B.. In 

an amplifier using negative feed
back only, it would be necessary to 

provide an infinite amount of feed

back gain reduction to obtain these 

results.' Very good results can be 

obtained even when A,B, departs 

from unity by ±20 percent. 
It will be seen from Eq. 3 that if 

A,B, exceeds 2, the distortion intro
duced by the output stage will actu

ally be greater than that which 
would be produced by omitting the 

positive feedback entirely. This 

"iL'�, � _
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_
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Bode's' criteria in analyzing any 

particular case. If, because of 

phase reversal in the feedback 

factor, a positive value of unity is 
assumed at some frequency, Eq. 1 
gives a gain value of infinity, indi

cating oscillation. If the feedback 

factor is positive and greater than 

unity, oscillation will usually result, 

although there are exceptional 

cases, known as conditional stabil

ity', where oscillation does not 

result. However, in good practice 
it is customary to design so that the 
feedback factor never assumes a 

positive value greater than, say, 0.5. 
Since the effective feedback 

factor (A,B, + A,A.B.) must be 
held to a value less than plus unity 

at all frequencies to avoid oscilla

tion, then if A,B, equals plus unity, 

the negative feedback factor 

A,A.B. must never become zero or 

positive. This requirement cannot 

be met; in fact, the asymptotic 

phase shift in a loop containing a 
two-stage resistancEH!oupled ampli
fier and the primary and secondary 
of an output transformer is at least 
270 degrees at very high frequen

cies with a resistance load. Thus it 
becomes necessary to cause A,B, to 

assume a value other than unity at 

frequencies where A,A.B. is posi

tive. A phase shift must be intro

duced into the feedback transmis

sion network which, in conjlinction 

with the phase shift in A" actually 
reverses the phase of A,B, at very 
high and very low frequencies, so 

that it becomes negative feedback, 
although its amplitude is then very 
small. The local feedback factor 

A,B, may now tend to oppose rather 
than aid oscillation at extreme 
frequencies where A,A.B. is posi

tive, although A,B. is still essen
tially positive and nearly unity 

220 }>!>F c� 

nG. I-Notation used for a two-staqe 
amplifier ahowUlq two feedback patha 

V, 
iGSN7 GSN7 

shows the unsoundness with large IN� 
feedback factors of the balanced 
feedback principle, in which A,B, 
is made equal to -A,A.B., (N 
equals unity), since the distortion 
and gain variation are greater, 
though reversed in sign, than if no 
feedback at all were used. 

Oscil.fation 
It is apparent from Eq. 1 tl)at 

the quantity (A.B1 + A.A.B.) is 
analogoWl to the feedback factor 
AB in a conventional feedback amp
lifier, and may be considered to be 
the effective feedback factor in de
termining the poaaibility of oscilla.
tion. ThWl we ean use Nyquist's' and 
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T able I-DlstortloD FIqurM for 
Varioua ComblD.atlou oi ()perD 

ID4 CoDdllloaa 

m.. 
...... ... ... .-, .. ep. 

. 100 

" -rI*I 
1._ 

" 10It " Dt. 

I 0.12 51 0.1 S. 0.l7 " 
S .. ., 61 OoU SI 0.11 51 
, 0 .... a O.MS 6T 0._ fit 
5 0.014 lit O.OIT 75 0.06 61 
, '.001 'H 0.001 90 0.01 74 
T <'.001 - <0.001 - 0.006 M 
• - - - - 0.006 M 
, - - - - <0.001 -

1. - - - - 0.012 71 
11 , - - - - <0.001 -

Harmonic Distortion-3.9-0hm load 

Harmonic 
50 CP<"o I 2 Kc, 
5 watts 4'watts 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
• 

10 

% i Db l % Db 
�1-:U1�60 

0.88 I 41 0.23 53 
0.03 70 0.006 84 
0.08 62 0.02 74 
0.01 80 0.002 94 
0.02 74 0.008 82 
0.004 88 
0.002 94 
0.002 94 1 -

Percent Harmonic Distortion--8 watts 
into 3.9 ohms at 100 cps 

No I Negative l Pos-neg 
Harmonic feedback feedbackl feedback 

2 0.6 

I 
0.07 0. 12 

3 6.0 2.2 0.094 
4 0.15 0.01 0.04 
5 0.6 0.08 0.034 
6 0.2  0.08 0.002 
7 0.2 0.04 <0. 001 

Percent Harmonic Distortion--8 watts 
into 3 .9 ohms at 400 cps 

No 
Harmonic feedback 

2 l.4 
3 7.0 
4 0.6 I 
5 1.2 I 
6 0.14 

I 7 0.27 

N�ve 
f ck 

0.3 
2 . 4 
0.1 
0 . 08 
0.02 
0.02 

Pos-n:1 
feedba 

0.2 
0.24 
0.045 
0.017 

<0.001 
<0. 001 

Pen:ent Intermodulation Distortion-
8 watts into 3.9 ohms, 4 to 1 volt
age ratio at 60 and 100 cps 

Fre- No I Negative l Pos-n� 
quency feedback feedback reedbac 

60Cps I 

2kc -
! 

- 1.4 
7kc 40 8.0 1.9 

12 kc - , - 2 . 2 , 

I 100 Cps 

ID -

I 
6.6 0.52 

7kc - 5.8 0.84 
12 kc - 6.1 1.0 
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throughout the band of useful fre
quencies. 

The ampli1ler of FiK. 2 incorpor
ates positive and negative feedback. 
It ia otherwise conventional, usinK 
self-bias throughout, and a highly 

degenerative self-balancing phase 
invertet. The output transformer 
is small, having a I x I-inch staclc. 
The copper efficiency ia about 80 
percent. 

The overall negative feedback is 
obtained from the secondary of the 

output transformer T, and is fed 

through R. to the cathode of V .. 
Shunt capacitor C. affords some 
feedback phase correction at very 
high frequencies. The feedback 

gain reduction is 9 db, and becomes 

11 db with the positive feedback 

disconnected. 

The positive feedback is obtained 

from the grid of V.. and is fed 
through R. and C, to the grid of 
tube V.. The positive feedback 

voltage is developed primarily 

across � and Ct, since the plate re
sistance of V, is relatively small, 
and the input resistance of the grid 

of V. is high. The positive feed

back is designed so that, with the 
negative feedback disconnected, V. 

will be near oscillation or oscillating 
weakly. Since the voltage gain of 
the stage Vt is approximately 10, 
about one-tenth of the voltage on 

the grid of V. is fed back to the grid 
of �.. The resistance of R. is 
therefore made about nine times 
that of R" and C. has about nine 
times the capacitance of C,. Thus 

the phase and amplitude of the posi

tive feedback is maintained flat over 
the range of audio frequencies. Be
cause of the highly degenerative 
nature of the phase inverter, the 

balance is not appreciably affected 
by the additional load of the posi

tive feedback network. 
Some phase shift in the positive 

feedback is obtained at extreme frea 
quencies in the stages V. and V. 

due to electrode and stray capaci
tances, and due to the blocking ca
pacitors. The input capacitance of 
the grid of V. causes a further 
phase shift, so that the polarity of 
the product AIR, reverses from 
positive to negative at extremely 

high frequencies. The input capac
itance of V. is primarily dynamic, 

due to feedback through ita grid
plate capacitance-, at very high Ire-

SO 
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quencies where the overall feedback 

is positive or small. 
In some designs, it may be neces· 

sary to connect a small capac itor 

from the grid of V. to greund , or 
to use a more elaborate phase-shift 
network to obtain a sufficiently 
rapid phase turnover in the local 
feedback. 

At extremly low frequencies most 
of the local feedback current flows 
through R. instead of through C. 
so that a phase shift is obtained, 

which together with the phase
shifting action of the O.03rd block
ing capacitors in stages V. and V. 
is sufficient to cause the desired 
phase reversal. In practice, the 
phase reversal frequencies are 
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placed. as far outaide the desired 

pua band as rood stability permits. 
Performance Measurements 
Figure S permits the determina

tion of the quantities (l-A,B,), 
(l-A,B,-A,A,B,), or N, aad ra
tio (l-A,B.-A,A.B.)/(-A,B,). 

Figure 4 indicates a negligibly 

small output impedance, sinee the 
output voltage varies only slightly 

when the speaker load is discon

nected. The regulation of 0.1 db 
at 400 cycles may be compared with 
the regulation of 2.7 db that is ob
tained with the positive feedback 

disconnected (11 db of negative 
feedback remaining) or the regula
tion of 19 db that is obtained with 

no feedback. 

The distortion indicated in Table 

I would presumably be inaudible 

even with a wide-range loudspeaker. 

The intermodulation distortion 

averages three or four times as 
much as tae harmonic distortion, as 

'{QuId be expected. The table shows 
that the positive feedback causes a 
great reduction in distortion. 

, Design Improyements 

The amplifier of Fig. 2 is not 

represented as being the ultimate 
In design of a positive-negative 

feedback amplifier, although it 

seems probable that most major im
provements would involve cost in
creases. 

If the negative feedback could be 

6T8 r--------, 

made uniform over a wider fre
quency range, the local positive 
feedback could also be made effec
tive ever a wider range. A wide
band output transformer would be 
llelpful. Reducing R" R" R. and 

R. and Rt, and increasing e, and e .. 
will also be helpful. The grid-plate 
capacitance of V. could be largely 

neutralized by shunting R, with a 
small capacitor of, say, 3 micro
microfarads. The last two meas
ures would reduce the high-fre
quency phase shift in the overall 
feedback �hat is caused by the 
Miller effect in V" Also, R. could 
be shunted with a small capacitor to 
reduce the phase shift caused by 
the grid-plate capacitaace of V •. It 
would also be desirable to replace 

R. by a network having a rapid 

phase turnover at ultrasonic fre

quencies and a small phase shift at 
audio frequencies. 

Low-Cost Amplifier 

. Figure 5 shows the circuit of an 
economical amplifier. Type 6K6GT 

output tubes are used, and the cur
rent drain is so low that a 5Y3 
rectifier is used at less than its 

rated operating conditions, and 
with resistance filtering only. The 
hum is almost inaudible even in a 
quiet room, being 67 db below maxi

mum level. In production, the out
put regulation rarely exceeds 
:t: 0.2 db, and the response is flat 
over the useful range of fre-

250 f22"1 I 6SN7 0 03 1.500 
;.I'.I'F J,:.:;F J.. : .---.....-i 

-1.5V 

'f'3Z0V 

I 
0005 0.27 I MEG I 

24 I 
MEG I 0.5 I !lEG 680 I . I 0.25 J'oJ'-F I� 

t..: _"!.G_ _ __ -l 
- 1,500 

ELEtnONICS - Mard, 1950 

0.03 6K6GT 

Top YInr 01 comple.. law-cost crucUo 
CllDpllfter. Output trcmaformer la moUlltec:l 

beneath die chaala 

quencies. No production difficul

ties have arisen, although many 
many thousands of units have been 
manufactured, and no special selec

tion of tubes or components has 
been made. Numerous production 

units selected at random for test 

had an average harmonic distortion 
at 400 cycles of 0.5 percent with 5 
watts output. With a shock im

pulse at the amplifier input, the 
transient output across the loud
speaker voice coil is negligibly sma!l 

after the first cycle. 

Tbe photograph of this amplifier 

shows the output transformer to be 
small. However, the harmonic di�
tortion in the 60-cps output at five 
watts is 

. 
only one percent. The 

6SN7GT driver-phase inverter is 

not shown, as it is located on the 

tuner chassis of the receiver. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion. it appears that 
combined positive and negative 
feedback offers considerable possi-· 

biJity for improved performance in 
pentode audio power amplifiers, 

particularly where cost is an im
portant consideration, and when 

conventional mass-production tech
niques are used. 
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1 
This invention relates to amplifiers employing 

positive and negative feedback for economically 
securing improved performance over a wide fre
quency range. The invention is particularly ap
plicable to transformer coupled audio power am
plifiers suitable for use in mass produced broad
cast l'eceivers and amplifier systems, although it 
may be used beneficially in expensive amplifiers. 

It has previously been customary to use pentode 
or beam pentode output tubes in economical 
transformer coupled power amplifiers because of 
their high efficiency and the economy with which 
they can be driven. The chief disadvantages of 
pentodes in such an application are the high har
monic distortion encountered, which is made still 
further objectionable by the considerable per
centage of higher order harmonics present, and 
the high output impedance that results, which 
gives poor damping of a load such as a loud
speaker. 

The above disadvantages have been overcome to 
some extent by the use of negative feedback. 
However, it has never been possible in an eco
nomical amplifier to employ sufficient feedback to 
obtain negligible harmonic distortion and a neg
ligibly small output impedance because of the 
great loss in gain resulting, and because of oscil
lations that are encountered due to the inevitable 
phase shift that takes place in the amplifier (and 

2 
quencies, which will cause oscillation. Again, 
some improvement can be made by the use of a 
very costly output transformer and phase correct
ing networks in the amplifier stages. 

5 Another expedient which has been resorted to 
is the use of a separate winding on the output 
transformer from which the negative feedback 
is obtained, in an effort to reduce the phase suift 
in the negative feedback voltage caused by the 10 output transformer. 

It is an object of this invention to provide an 
amplifier in which distortion and oscillatioI) are 
economically eliminated over a wide range of fre
quencies. 

15 It is a further object of this invention to proviqe 
an amplifier in which the elimination of distortion 
and oscillation over a wide frequency range may 
be realized together with a low output impedance 
which may be of zero or negative value. 

20 It is another object of this invention to provide 
an amplifier having positive and negati've voltage 
feedback in which the effects of phase shift in the 
negative feedback loop at very high and very low 
frequencies are economically overcome. 

25 It is another object of the invention to provide 
an economical transformer coupled amplifier 
capable of serving as an audio power amplifier 
without substantial distortion or oscillation over 
a wide frequency range. 

These and other objects and advantages of 
the invention are realized by an amplifier in
corporating both positive and negative 'voltage 
feedback loops in which an impedance network is 
provided operative upon the positive feedbaCk 

in the transformer, if transformer coupled) as 30 
well as in the negative feedback system, at very 
low and very high frequencies. In order to ob
tain very large amounts of negative feedback, it 
has been necessary to use very costly output trans
formers, and in addition, phase shift correcting 
networks in the amplifier stages, to avoid oscilla
tion. In general, the worst phase shifts are due 

35 loop, at frequencies at which the phase of the 
energy fed back by the negative feedback loop is 
shifted toward a positive sense, to shift the phase 
of the energy fed back by the positive feedback 
loop toward a negative sense, by an amount suf-

to the output transformer. However, the phase 
shift is made still worse by the fact that it is 
usually necessary to apply the negative feedback 
over a number of stages to obtain the desired 
reduction in distortion and output impedance. 

In amplifiers where no output transformer is 
used, some improvement has been obtained by 
the use of a combination of overall negative po
tential feedback and internal positive potential 
feedback in an eadystage 'Of the amplifier. In 
thismanner,an improvement in gain is obtained 
while most of the advantages :of negative feedback 
are retained. However, it has not been possible 
to obtain negligibly low output impedance and 
non-linearity with this system in an economical 
aUdio power amplifier where an output trans
former is used, because 'of the phase shift in the 
outpu:t trans,former :�t:very low and very high fre-

40 ficient to restrain said amplifier from oscillation. 
Such an embodiment of the invention is de

scribed in the following specification and illus
trated in the accompanying drawing, the single 
figure ·of which is a schematic diagram of an 

45 audio power amplifier circuit utilizing the inven
tion. 

In the illustrated circuit a conventional ampli
fierstage comprising the trio de 10 has its output 
applied by way Of an 'RC network A shown en-

50 closed in a dashed block, to the control grir;l of 
one of two triodes f!andl2 which act as a phase 
inverter. The phase inverter is of the self balanc
ing type. The cathodes of tUbes I ,I and 12 are 
connected through ,a pair of resistors 13 and 14 

55 having their junction f.)oint ,grounded. The an-
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odes are connected respectively to the control 
grids of a pair of tetrodes 15 and � G by way of 
condensers l"i and 18. The anodes of tubes' ! ",nd 
12 are also joined by a three-branch parallel net
work of resistors, each branch consisting of two 
serially connected resistors 19 and 20, 2 i and 22, 
and 23 and 24 respectively. The junction point of 
resistors 21 and 22 is connected to the control 
grid of tube i 2. The tubes 15 and (G are con
nected to form a conventional push-pull output 
stage feeding the primary 25 of output trans
former 26. The secondary 27 of this transformer 
feeds a loud speaker 28. 

Negative voltage feedback is obtained from the 
secondary of transformer 26 by way of conclueto� 
30 through resistor 3 I to the cathode of tube 11. 
Positive voltage feedback is obtained from the 
control grid of tube 16 by way of conductor S 2. 
through resistor 33 and condenser 34 forming a 
part of network A, to the control grid of tube I � . 

The remainder of network A comprises a con
denser 35 in the output lead of tube 19 in series 
with a two-branched parallel circuit h8,ving a re
sistor 36 in one branch and a resistor 31 and a 
condenser 38 serially connected in the other 
branch. The junction point of resistor 31 and 
condenser 38 is grounded. 

By the arrangement just described sufficient 
positive feedback is secured at the intermediate 
frequency range of the amplifier to create a con
dition of critical regeneration in the circuit of 
tubes 11 and 12 so that these tubes are on the 
verge of oscillation with the negative feedback. 
disconnected. The presence of the negative feed
back loop controls the tendency toward oscilla
tion and renders the amplifier very stable. 

It is desirable to maintain approximately this 
condition of critical regeneration over the en
tire range of useful frequencies since it provides 
the equivalent of a very high gain amplifier 
without incurring the penalty of the large phase 
shifts at boundary frequencies which would be 
found in an amplifier of many stages. In ad
dition to the economy in amplifier material, the 
low phase shift permits the use 'Of an econom
ical negative feedback loop, particularly includ
ing an economical output transformer. The 
overall gain is then primarily an inverse func
tion of the feedback factor of the negative feed
back loop and is only slightly influenced by var
iation of tube characteristics. By appropriate 
choice of the equivalent amplifier gain and of 
the negative feedback factor, the effective out
put impedance may be reduced substantially to 
zero, or may even be made sufficiently nega
tive that most of the resistance of a dynamic 
load (such as a loudspeaker) will be cancelled to 
provide excellent damping. Conventional feed
back theory shows that with zero or slightly 
negative output impedance, harmonic distortion 
and intermodulation will be negligible at any 
signal level up to that at which some element 
is so badly overloaded that one of the feedback 
loops is disabled during some portion of the sig
nal excursion. 

Through the efforts of many workers, the vir
tues inherent in the use of combined feedback 
have gradually become known, but they have 
not been economically realized in practice in cas
cade amplifiers and particularly in transformer 
coupled amplifiers. While the desirable results 
can be obtained over a wide frequency range, the 
phase shifts in the amplifiers and transformers 
embraced by the negative feedback loop occur
ring outside this range will disf;l,Ole the a,mpli-

4 
fier by making the feedback positive and caus
ing oscillation unless suitable precautions are 
ta!mn. In the past, two methods have been em
ployed to prevent oscillation, either alone or in 

fj combination. According to one method which 
has been thoroughly investigated, the various 
coupling elements which contribute to phase 
shift and coinCidental signal attenuation are 
designed so that the frequency response curve 

10 of all elements embraced in the negative feed
back loop will exhibit a slope no greater than 
10 db per octave at any frequency for which the 
overall loop transmission is above unit. Prac
tice of this method generally involves such rig-

15 orous control of components, especially trans
formers, over such a wide range of frequencies, as 
to make it economically unfeasible. The other 
method applies compensatory phase shifts in the 
negative feedback loop and is likewise prohib-

20 itively costly. 
According to the present invention, coinciden

tal phase shift and attenuation is introduced in 
the positive feedback loop at the boundaries of 
the useful frequency range, so as to rapidly re-

25 duce the equivalent amplifier gain embraced by 
the negative feedback loop without introducing 
into the latter the large phase shifts which 
would accompany the use of passive filter net
works. By appropriate choice of the coupling 

30 components of the positive feedback loop and of 
the portion of the amplifier it embraces, the 
sense of this feedback may be caused to reverse 
at frequencies only moderately removed beyond 
the boundaries of the useful range, resulting in 

35 a very low value of equivalent amplifier gain in 
the regions of these frequencies. By use of 
the most economical coupling elements in the 
remaining portion of the amplifier, a rapid cut
off may be obtained in these regions with com-

,(0 plete indifference to the rapid phase changes oc
curring in the elements embraced by the nom
inally negative feedback loop, because the am
plifier gain has become too small to permit os
cillatory conditions to be established through 

,1 r, this loop. At frequencies still more remote from 
the useful range there may be regions where the 
sense of both feedback loops will be positive, but 
if all coupling elements have been chosen with 
an eye to economy, the effective loop gains will 

OD be too small to permit oscillation. An exception 
might be made in the case of an amplifier in
volving a considerable number of stages, but this 
condition is not contemplated because it is more 
economical to provide an adjustable element fix-

55 jng the amount of positive feedback than to in
crease the number of stages. 

In the flgure, the network A accomplishes the 
desired control of the internal feedback loop so 
that it provides positive feedback in the useful 

00 signal range and negative feedbaclc at frequen
cies sufficiently removed from this range. At 
audio frequencies where condensers 34 and 35 
have a very low reactance the amount of posi
tive feedback is determined primarily by the 

05 ra,tio of the resistance of resistor 36 to the re
sistance of the resistor 33. The input resistance 
of tube 1 1  and the plate resistance of tube 10, 
however, have some influence. At lower audio 
frequencies, the positive feedback is controlled 

70 by the ratio of the capacity of condenser 34 to 
that of condenser 35. The ratio of these ca
pacities should be approximately equal to the 
ratio of the resistance of resistor 36 to the re
sistance of resistor 33 in order to obtain ap-

75 proximatel}' unjform phase and voltage condi-
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tions in t.he posltiv� f.eedback lqop tbrQugh t.l:!,.e 
use.�ul :r;a,nge Q!audio. fJ.:equePcie$. l'?esi.stot 31 
l:e(lt:\Ces tbe amplitu,de and shifts the pha$e of 
the positive teedb!j,clt· energy at very low fre� 
quencies, thus eliminating at tl;l.ese frequel1cies 15 
the danger Qf oscillation that would exist due 
to phase shift and reduction of· amplitude of 
the negative feedback energy. Conden$er 38 
reduces the amplitude and shifts the phase of 
positive feedback energy at very high audio fre��O 
quencies thus performing tl;l.e s!j,me functions of 
compensating for defich�ncies· of the negative 
feedback loop at these frequencies. The dynamic 
input capacity of tube 11 constitutes effectively 
a part of the capacity of condenser 38, so that Hi 
this condenser may be omitte� when the tnput 
capacity of the tube is of itself sufficient for this 
purpose. 

througb. said first feedback loop is PO::;itive and 
tJii� igQQ, ga.1J:l t:b:eI;e9� ·would otile.rwise·be gre,ater 
tM�l,lp.Jty·. 

2. In £tn a.lll:p.UfieJ; cOqlpl.'isip.g a nUlll:ber of 
cascaded stages, a, first feedback loop embracing 
a plurality of said stages, said first feedback loop 
havIng. a loop ·gain. nUlllerically substantially 
gl'ea�ei th;!J.n unity and negative in sense in the 
desireq, ra.nge of opera,.tiQn of said amplifier and 
b�i.ng $ubject to l.3lmse; shift$ which render it 
PQ)?itiye in se.nse a,t freque.l1cie$ outside said de-
sire.c1 l1->.1p.ge; of opera,�ion, a. ::;econd feedback loop 
embraQing a� ler�st. QIW. less of said stages em
hra.Ge.d by s�id fipl.i:t. fee.d:.b.a.(!lc 190P" sa,id secon.d 
fe.edb,!j,ck: loop �laving a loop gain of approxi
ma,te.lY Unity a,nd positive in sense in said desired 
rarig� of opel'a.tion, tl1e �mi>rov-eInent comprising 
a p.b�,se s�ifting network �n said second fee�back 
loo,p COn$t::;t�l1g Qf a Q�tlr!l.lity of impedance means There are listed below the values that were 

used in !j, successful circuit embodying the in
vention. These are to be taken a,s purely illus
trative and not in any sense as limiting or de
fining the sCOPe of the inventi.on. 
Tube 111-______________________ -,, ___ e,r5 

20 of $:l1ch na,tq.re, 111,(!gnittkde an,d in,terconnections 
�q t,o pr:eSel1t t9 sa�ci llecQn,d feeqbac� loop within 
.said qe$ired. rCj.n.ge of OPeration an impedance 
substantially constant in character and magni
tU(�e, to presen.t tQsaio. second feedbacl;c loop at 

Tubes! I, IL _______________________ 6SN7 
Tubes 15, 1 S _______________ �------- 6V6 
Transformer 2 6: 

Primary ______________________ . 

'Secondary __ ---_---------_�----. 

8000", 
3.2", 
3.2", 

25 fl:eqtlel1q�es beloW ;;a,id :ra,l1ge a shunt1ng illlpeg
'8,nqe prl;ldor.nin�ntly resi::;,tive !l.,nd of such va,lue 
a$ to re<iuce the a,mplitucle !,l,nd sl;1ift the phase 
of �P.e epergy fed ba,Qk, thereby and to present 
.tQ ;;aid seconc;i fe�c;iQa,el;c loop at frequencieS above 

30 saic;i range a, shu.nting i!llPeda,nce pre<iominantly 
capacitive and of such value as to reduce tlle 
arn,plitW;ie �nd' shift the pba1le of the energy fed 
back t1�er�bY, tl�e $a,i<;1 pl;1ase shifts being sUffi
cient to reverse the sense of the feedback of said 

Loudspeaker __________________ _ 

Condensers: 
34 _____________________________ .006 mfd. 
3!L ____________________________ .05 mfd. 
38 _____________________________ 68 mmfd. 
11, 18 _________________________ 0.3 mfd. 

Resistors: 
33 _____________________________ .91 meg. 
311-____________________________ .1 meg. 

35 second feedback loop to the negative at all fre
quencies outside said desired range where the 
sense of the feedback through said first feedback 
100p is positive· and the loop gain thereof would 

31 _____________________________ .33 meg. 
13 _____________________________ 4.7 K. 
f 11 _____________________________ 1.5 K. 
19, 20 _________________________ , 47 K. 
21 _____________________________ .39 meg. 

40 
otherwise be greater than unity. 

3. In an amplifier comprising a number of 
cascaded stages, a first feedback loop embracing 
a plurality of said stages, said first feedback loop 
having a loop gain numerically substantially 
greater than unity and negative in sense in the '22,23,2 4- _____________________ . .47 meg. 

31 ______________ ________ _______ 2.2 K. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In an :amplifier comprising a number of 

cascaded stages, a first feedback loop embracing 

45 desired range of operation of said amplifier and 
being subject to phase shifts which render it 
positive in sense at frequencies outside said de
sired range of operation, a second feedback loop 

a plurality of said stages, said first feedback loop 50 
having a loop gain numerically substantially 
greater than unity and negative in sense in the 
desired range of operation of said amplifier and 
being subject to phase shifts which render it 
positive in sense at frequencies outside said de- 55 
sired range of operation, a second feedback loop 
embracing at least one less of said stages em
braced by said first feedback loop, said second 
feedback loop having a loop gain of approxi
mately unity and positive in sense in said desired 60 
range of operation, the improvement comprising 
a phase shifting network in said second feed
back loop consisting of a plurality of impedance 
means of such nature, magnitude and intercon
nections as to present to said second feedback 65 
loop a minimum of impedance within said de
sired range of operation and to present to said 
second feedback loop, at frequencies above and 
below said range an impedance of such character 
and value as to reduce the ampUtude and shift 70 
the phase of the energy fed back thereby, the said 
phase shift being sufficient to reverse the sense 
of the feedback of said second feedback loop to 
the negative at all frequencies outside said de- 7 
sired range where the sense of the feedback 5 

embracing at least one less of said stages em
braced by said first feedback loop, said second 
feedback loop having a loop gain of approxi-
mately unity and positive in sense in said desired 
range of operation, the improvement comprising 
a phase shifting network in said second feedback 
loop consisting of a plurality of impedance means 
of such nature, magnitude 'and interconnections 
as to present to said second feedback loop in the 
upper portion of said desired range of operation 
an impedance predominantly resistive in charac
ter and in the lower portion of said desired range 
of operation an impedance predominantly capac-
itive in character, the impedance presented by 
said network throughout said range of operation 
being substantially constant, said network pre
senting to said second feedback loop at frequen
cies below said range ·a shunting impedance pre-
dominantly resistive and of such value as to re
duce the amplitude and shift the phase of the 
energy fed back thereby and presenting to said 
second feedback loop at frequencies above said 
range a shunting impedance predominantly ca-
pacitive in character and of such value as to 
reduce the amplitude and shift the phase of the 
energy fed back thereby, the said phase shifts 
sufficient to reverse the sense of the feedba,ck Qf 
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plitude and shift the phase of the energy fed 
back thereby and presenting to said second feed
back loop at frequencies above said range a 
shunting impedance predominantly capacitive in 

said second feedback loop to the negative 'all 
frequencies outside said desired range where the 
sense of the feedback through said first feedback 
loop is positive and the loop gain thereof would 
otherwise be greater than unity. 

4. In an amplifier comprising a number of 
cascaded stages, a first feedback loop embracing 

15 character and of such value as to reduce the 
amplitude and shift the phase of the energy fed 
back thereby, the said phase shifts being suffi
cient to reverse the sense of the feedback of said 
second feedback loop to the negative at all fre-

a plurality of said stages, said first feedback loop 
having a loop gain numerically substantially 
greater than unity and negative in sense in the 
desired range of operation of said amplifier and 
being subject to phase shifts which render it 
positive in sense at frequencies outside said de
sired range of operation, a second feedback loop 
embracing at least one less of said stages em- 15 
braced by said first feedback loop, said second 
feedback loop having a loop gain of approxi
mately unity and positive in sense in said desired 
range of operation, the improvement comprising 

10 quencies outside said desired range where the 
sense of the feedback through said first feedback 
loop is positive and the loop gain thereof would 
otherwise be greater than unity. 

a phase shifting network in said second feedback 20 
loop consisting of a plurality of impedance means 
of such nature, magnitude and interconnection 
as to constitute with respect to said second feed
bacle loop in the upper portion of said range of 
operation a predominantly resisitive voltage di- 25 
vider and to constitute in the lower portion of 
said range of operation a predominantly ca
pacitive voltage divider, the impedance presented 
by said network being substantiallY constant 
throughout said range, said network presenting 30 
to said second feedback loop at frequencies below 
said range a shunting impedance predominantly 
resistive and of such value as to reduce the am-
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